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Abstract
Participants in a market, buyers and sellers, may need the service of an intermediary who
will put them into contact and give them information about their potential trading partner.
The intermediary chooses what price it will charge to each side to have access to its service.
It also chooses what information it will reveal, for example to the buyer about the value of the
seller’s product. In a market with network externalities, it would be optimal that everybody
had access to the other side, as each side wants as many agents from the other side to be
present as possible. This is however not feasible as the intermediary must charge positive
access prices if it is to make any proﬁt. Also, in a market with asymmetric information, it
would be optimal that all information about the buyers’ and sellers’ valuation for the traded
product be available, but the intermediary will want to conceal or manipulate that information
to increase its proﬁt. The paper examines in the ﬁrst part how network externalities play out
in the intermediary’s access pricing strategies in both a monopoly and a competitive setting.
In the second part, the paper shows how the intermediary will strategically manipulate and
conceal information to extract the surplus from trade in the market it intermediates.
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11 Introduction
As Internet is spreading in our everyday life and business practices, it becomes clear that some
of the major innovations that digital communication technologies brought concern the process of
intermediation. It is at that level of the production chain that the most radical changes affecting
the organization of the exchange process will occur (see for instance The Economist (2000)).
Traditional brick and mortar intermediation integrates several complementary functions. On one
hand, it generates, processes and transmits various information ﬂows that are necessary for trans-
actions: this includes information about the existence, the characteristics and the location of the
products, the determination of the terms of trade (the prices) as well as some value added func-
tions such as accounting or after-sales service. On the other hand it provides physical facilities
that are used in the exchange process (transport, storage, exhibition...). Digital technologies
allow for an unprecedented separation between these two types of functions, due to the drastic
reduction in the cost of information processing. One can then foresee a major impact on the
distribution channels and on the vertical organization of industries. While it is hard to assess at
what speed this will happen, it is clear that e-commerce and electronic intermediation will play
a major role in the future. It then becomes imperative to understand how a sector specialized in
information management (info-mediation) can organize itself when it incurs almost no variable
costs , and how competition will operate in such a sector. For our purpose, the focus will be
on one of the activities of intermediaries, namely the function of identifying trading partner and
assessing the quality of the potential trade.
The role of the intermediary can be divided in two parts: putting potential trading partners
into contact, and providing each side of the trading relation with information about the other side.
In the ﬁrst function, clients of the intermediary value the diversity and breadth of offering that
is proposed by the intermediary. This can be because the higher the number of sellers present at
the intermediary, the higher is the probability that one of them offers a low price, or because the
higher the number of buyers coming to the intermediary, the higher is the probability one will
value the supplier’s good highly. Network effects thus arise naturally from the function of the
2intermediary as a matchmaker. The ﬁrst part of the paper is an introduction to the analysis of
such network effects in two-sided markets, and to their translation in speciﬁc pricing strategies
in monopolistic and competitive markets.1 The second part of the paper examines further the
role of the intermediary as a manager of the relationship between buyers and sellers. While in
the ﬁrst part the intermediary merely acts as a meeting point for potential traders, the second
part examines how it can exploit its superior knowledge of each side of the market by selling
information about one side of the market to the other side. The second part therefore deals with
how the intermediary exploits asymmetric information in two-sided markets.
It is difﬁcult to ﬁnd a pure example of the intermediary as a market place, i.e. where the value
of the intermediary comes only from being a simple meeting-point and not from the information
it gathers about participants in the market. It is similarly difﬁcult to give a pure example of the
intermediary as an expert whose role would be limited to gathering and publicizing information
about the goods on a market. However, Amazon, on the one hand, and Google, on the other hand,
do seem to stand at the opposite extremes.
As a bookseller, Amazon’s role is to provide the widest variety of books to the largest audi-
ence. The role of Amazon as an expert for books is very limited, both because it is very easy
for anybody to read by itself a summary of the book and have an idea of its value, and because
it is difﬁcult for a writer or a publishing house to mislead the consumers about the value of the
product. The role of Amazon as an adviser is also limited because most of the assessments of
books on its web-site are written either by the publishing houses themselves or by readers. The
value of the Amazon web-site is thus in its portfolio, not in its expertise.
Google, on the other hand, does not serve as a meeting place, but as a thoroughfare: con-
sumers use its search engine to ﬁnd products. The only reason Google is valued by consumers
is because it has a superior search algorithm that allows them to ﬁnd information and products
rapidly without fear that the search result may have been slanted toward one producer or another.
Any search engine could have access to the same breadth of information as Google - the Internet
is open -, but Google is better at managing that information efﬁciently. Producers, on the other
1See Rochet and Tirole (2004) for a more extensive survey on two-sided markets.
3hand, value advertising on Google because their ads will be ﬁnely targeted to consumers who
actually are searching for products in the category they are operating in. Merchants can indeed
buy placement on the side of Google’s pages of search results. Their product is displayed only
when Google users search for speciﬁc keywords of their choice. This guarantees some relevance
to the advertising to which the users are exposed. Google would therefore appear as an expert
in matching consumers to producers and vice-versa, while audience network effects play only a
limited role.2
Those two examples, however, show how difﬁcult it is to separate the role of the intermediary
as an expert from its role as a market place: Indeed, the success of Amazon may in part be due
to its expertise in categorizing its offering in ways that makes ﬁnding books easy. Google draws
part of its success from its ability to scour the whole of the Internet and provide search results
that would not be available from other search engines. It could also choose to increase the beneﬁt
from network effects by asking for the exclusivity on some of its search results, in the same way
as the contents from encyclopedias are proprietary.
It was thus a choice for Amazon to limit itself to providing a marketplace; it didn’t believe it
could build a competitive advantage by providing better buying advice than other sellers. Google
realized in the same way it was not worth building a proprietary portfolio of merchants to which
it would link in response to search queries by consumers. It preferred to emphasize its superiority
as a neutral expert in web searching.
Most intermediaries thus choose to combine a role as an expert and a role as a market-maker.
They build themselves both on their portfolio of clients and on their knowledge of the market
they intermediate.
While the concepts and strategies that are studied in this paper do not apply exclusively to the
Internet markets, they hold speciﬁc relevance to the Internet, and this for two reasons: the ﬁrst
2Google’s advertising system is such that an advertiser will pay “per-click”, or everytime an user clicks on its
advert. It may be that Google, due to its size, is able to offer better prices than other search engines, or that advertisers
would choose to conﬁne their advertising activity to Google in order to limit the complexity of their campaign. But
since there is no long-term contract between suppliers and Google, and Google does not have an exclusive portfolio
of web-surfers, the network effect are probably quite low.
4is that Internet was thought to potentially lead to markets without intermediaries. Free access
to the network and perfect information about each economic actors would make intermediaries
irrelevant. Understanding why that “promise” was not fulﬁlled led to more reﬂection and a
better understanding of the role of the intermediaries; an intellectual process which is reﬂected
in the literature that is presented in this paper. The second reason follows directly from the ﬁrst:
since intermediation is still necessary and Internet intermediaries do play an important role in the
economics of the Internet3, studying their strategies and mode of functioning is necessary both
from a public policy point of view, but also to an economic actor who wants to understand what
guides their pricing and what leads them to gather information on potential trading partners.
2 Network externalities, two sided markets and intermedia-
tion
There are network externalities when the utility derived by a particular individual from a good
or a service depends on the number of individuals using it. These network effects can play
between similar users (direct network effects), in which case there are linked to the nature of the
good or service offered. This is for instance the case for a customer of Amazon, as the web-site
offers recommendations on books to individuals based on the comparison between individual
proﬁles and buying patterns. The more customer at Amazon, the larger the data base and the
more accurate the advice provided by Amazon to its customers. This is one instance of a more
general trend which sees the emergence of new ways to use the information generated within a
consumption community to the beneﬁt of this community. As another example, direct network
effects are at stake in demand aggregators such as Mercata, which group orders to negotiate
favorable prices with suppliers: the ability to obtain a low price is related to the ability to attract
a large number of buyers.
3Henshaw (2001) report that 80% of Internet users employ search engines to locate information.
In January 2004, a Nielsen/Netrating survey ranked Google as the top Internet search destination before Yahoo,
MSN and AOL.
Yahoo!, Amazon and eBay, all intermediaries, are among the few Internet success stories.
5Network effects can also be at work between different groups of users (indirect network
effects), in particular between users buying different services at different prices. This occurs
for instance when one participates to an auction web site such as e-Bay: on such a web-site
sellers beneﬁts from the participation of a large number of buyers as this ensures their chance to
sell and a higher expected selling price. At the same time buyers beneﬁts from the presence of a
large number of sellers as this increase their choice set.4
Such indirect network effects are one characteristic of intermediation activities. From a more
general perspective, intermediation activities are characterized by asymmetric network effects.
These network effects are to a large extent linked to the informational part of intermediation.5
Buyers on an electronic platform care about the diversity of supply, while sellers care about the
number of potential buyers they will have access to. There are two types of externalities involved:
pecuniary externalities related to the way supply and demand affect the terms under which the
exchange takes place, and non-pecuniary externalities coming from the extension of the range
of products offered or demanded, and thus from the fact that at ﬁxed exchange prices, there are
more trade opportunities. Another important instance of asymmetric network effects concerns
search engine and related services, where the externality is between the sites that are referenced
and web-surfers. In what follows, only non-pecuniary externalities will be studied.
2.1 A model
The following model captures the nature of the interaction between the two parties. Consider
one or several intermediation web-sites, referred to as matchmaker/s, performing an activity con-
sisting in matching web-surfers with web-sites. On one side there is a unit mass of web-surfers
forming a continuum. These web-surfers pay a price p to access the web-site. Denote n the mass
of web-surfers choosing to register. On the other side there is a unit mass of web-sites. The
web-sites pay P to be listed by a matchmaker. Denote by N the mass of web-sites registering.
4There are also negative externalities between buyers as the prices depends on the level of supply on the market-
place (see Baye and Morgan (2001)).
5There may also be some consumption externality in transportation due to economies of scale, but they don’t
have the same asymmetric nature.
6Matching is done as follows. For each client registering there is a cost c to collect and treat
the client’s information (for conciseness, it is assumed that the cost is the same for both sides).
Assume that intermediaries are essential so that no match can be performed without the help of
an intermediary. This is an extreme assumption but it makes sense in some cases where there are
many agents supporting large search costs in the absence of some electronic intermediation.
Once an agent has registered with the intermediary, the latter introduces its characteristics
within its database, and grants it access to a technology that performs search in this database.
The performance of the market under three scenarios will be compared:
• A competitive access to a global database: All intermediaries share their information. Any
agent connected to the database has access to the whole information on all connected
agents, and access is provided by all intermediaries under perfect competition. Interme-
diaries thus act as access providers.
• A monopoly intermediary: A monopoly builds a proprietary database of its customers. To
be put in relation with a site or a web-surfer, it is necessary to register with the monopoly.
• Imperfect competition between several intermediaries: Each intermediary builds a propri-
etary database of its customers. Only customers of the intermediary have access to its
database.
Assume that when a web-site and a web-surfer are connected, they establish a non-merchant
relationship, or the nature of the trade and the exchange price are not affected by the registration
feespandP. Thissupposesinparticularthattheintermediaryonlyperformsamatchingfunction,
and doesn’t intervene on the trading process between the web-site and the web-surfer.
To simplify, assume that payoffs are linear. A web-surfer receives an expected surplus fN
from accessing a database with N web-sites, where f is the same for all web-surfers. The in-
terpretation is that the probability to ﬁnd a partner is linear with the size of the population of
web-sites and that the expected gain from trade is ﬁxed, hence a linear relationship between the
mass of web-site registering and the value of participating for a web-surfer. Web-surfers differs
7in their opportunity cost to participate to the market. This cost can be seen as the cost of time
spent on the activity, or as the reﬂection of different values assigned to alternative activities. Each
individual bears a personal cost of access that varies within the population. Individuals will ac-
cess the market by increasing order of access cost. Deﬁne a(n) to be the total access cost of the
web-surfers when a mass n of them decides to access the market. The derivative a0(n) is the
access cost of the marginal participant: when the number of participants increases by dn, the new
participants support an access cost a0(n). In other words there is a mass n of web-surfers with
an access cost smaller than a0(n). Since the latter arrival incurs a higher cost than the former
participants, the function a(n) is convex and a0(n) is increasing.
Consider here the case of a single large data base, which obviously is efﬁcient from a purely
technical perspective.
Given a registration price p and a mass N of web-sites, a web-surfer will choose to register if
its expected beneﬁt is positive, where the beneﬁt is the gross expected utility fN net of the price
p and of the access costs. The number n of web-surfers participating is thus given by:
a
0(n) = fN − p.
The net total surplus of web-surfers is then
s = fNn − a(n) − pn.
Similarly assume that each web-site derives a surplus Fn from its participation when this gives
access to n web-surfers. Like for the web-surfers, the cost of registering and providing the
relevant information to the intermediary is variable among web-sites. Let A(N) be the total
access cost of web-sites when a mass N of them registers. For the same reason as above, the total
cost A(N) is convex, and the mass of web-sites registering is related to the mass of web-surfers
by the expression
A
0(N) = Fn − P,
8where P is the registration price for web-sites. The net surplus of web-sites is then
S = FnN − A(N) − PN.
In this set-up, the total proﬁt is (p − c)n + (P − c)N, and the total surplus W = s + S + (p −
c)n + (P − c)N generated by the market is
W = (f + F)nN − a(n) − A(N) − c(n + N).
This shows that the market involves network externalities. The utility derived by a participant on
one side of the market depends on the mass of participants on the other side of the market. This
is referred to as a two-sided externality (see Armstrong (2002), Rochet and Tirole (2002)).
Ignoring any budget balancing condition, the maximization of the total surplus requires that
the participation levels verify
(f + F)N − a0(n) − c = 0;
(f + F)n − A0(N) − c = 0.
This is achieved by setting prices equal to
p = c − FN,
P = c − fn,
which accounts for network externalities. The participation of an additional web-site raises the
utility of each web-surfers by an amount f. As a consequence, to achieve optimality, it is neces-
sary to give to each web-site a subsidy equal to its total contribution fn. Total surplus maximiza-
tion thus requires to price access below cost, and thus to run a deﬁcit.
When external subsidies are not available, the social optimum is obtained when maximizing
9the surplus W under the zero proﬁt condition:
pn + PN = cn + cN
A direct computation then shows that this leads to set prices such that the following conditions
are veriﬁed:
p = c − FN + λ
1+λna00(n);
P = c − fn + λ
1+λNA00(N);
where λ is the shadow value of the zero proﬁt condition. Optimal prices are not equal to marginal
costs. Typically, since total proﬁts vanish, the price faced by one side of the market should be be-
low marginal cost, which is compensated by a positive margin on the other price. As emphasized
in Armstrong (2002) or Caillaud and Jullien (2001):
The optimal pricing scheme involves cross-subsidies between the two sides of the market, a
general characteristic of two-sided markets.
Which side on the market should be subsidized then depends on two considerations. The side
of the market that generates the highest externality should claim for a subsidy. But this must be
balanced by budgetary considerations of the Ramsey type, so that the price structure should also
be shaped in favor of the side whose participation level is the most responsive to prices.
A competitive access to a global database leads to access prices
p = c, P = c
The prices are equal to the marginal cost of including the customer in the network. Due to the
presence of network effects these price are inefﬁcient:
Competitive access pricing leads to an inefﬁcient allocation of resources.
The key point is that an access provider cannot recoup the entire surplus that its service gen-
erates since customers of other access providers beneﬁt from the participation of its customers.
10Thus competitive access leads to complementarities between intermediaries that the market does
not internalize. Achieving proper internalization would require creating a system of compensa-
tions, which would be equivalent to imposing access charges to the database of each intermediary.
Suppose now that the intermediation is ensured by a monopolist. Then the monopolist maxi-
mizes its proﬁt:6
Π = (p − c)n + (P − c)N
or
Π = (F + f)nN − a
0(n)n − A
0(N)N − cn − cN.
The prices are then set at levels
p = c − FN + na00(n);
P = c − fn + NA00(N).
The monopolist internalize the network effects but introduce a mark-up over the net social cost.
It is easy to see that there are cases where even a monopoly would choose to subsidize one side of
the market by setting a price below cost (say p < c) and recovering the loss by having the other
side pay a large fee for their participation. This will occur when the valuations that the two sides
assign to the service are asymmetric.
One conclusion from the comparison between a monopoly and a competitive access system
is that info-mediation markets are more complex than traditional “make and sale” markets, or
even standard “buy and resale” intermediary markets. The complexity is coming in part from the
ability of the intermediary to set different access prices for each side of the market. For, suppose
that the intermediary could not know the identity of customers nor the use they make of the
database (for instance on stock exchanges, the same individual may be a buyer or a seller during
the same session so that it is not possible to charge different registration fees). The monopolist
6Assume here that the monopolist can control quantities. Due to coordination failure problem, there may exist
several allocation compatible with a given price structure, so that price control may not sufﬁce to achieve monopoly
proﬁts.
11charges the same price for all users and this price is above marginal cost. In this case, competition
dominates a monopoly market structure unambiguously.
Thus the monopolist’s advantage is the ability to set different prices and to cross-subsidize.
That type of cross-subsidy calls for a more detailed discussion in the context of imperfect compe-
tition, and this for two reasons. First, the analysis suggests that the optimal market structure may
obtain with a limited number of intermediaries under imperfect competition, as a way to balance
coordination and the exercise of market power. Second, the use of cross-subsidies generates very
aggressive pricing strategies to capture customers, which are speciﬁc to this type of markets.
2.2 Competing intermediaries
Assume now that intermediation services are provided by two intermediaries A and B. The
intermediary k sets prices pk and Pk for the web-surfers and the web-sites respectively. Unlike
the competitive access case, a customer of an intermediary has access only to that intermediary’s
database and thus only to its customers. Assume in addition that a customer can register only
with one intermediary (see the discussion below).
For this discussion, simplify matters further by assuming that access costs are constant and
equal to zero. As this is the most interesting case, concentrate on the case where there is a
strong asymmetry between the two sides so that F > 2f. Under those assumptions, a monopoly
intermediary can charge maximum prices p = f and P = F. The allocation is efﬁcient but the
entire surplus is captured by the monopolist. In this context a competitive access system would
allow users to enjoy the full surplus but the allocation may be inefﬁcient. In particular if one side
of the market has a low value for the connection to the other side (f smaller than c), there will be
no exchange at all as no one participates.
Consider the case of two competing intermediaries. Competition is taken under its extreme
Bertrand type: each agent joins the intermediary offering the highest utility. Then, when the price
differential between the two intermediaries is smaller for each side than the value of intermedi-
ation, f and F, the allocation of consumers is indeterminate due to network effects. There are
12two possible equilibria in the allocation of consumers: in both, all agents register with the same
intermediary, but any of the two intermediaries can emerge as the winner. In such a setting, the
outcome of competition will be affected by prices but also by the expectations of each individ-
ual on the behavior of the other side of the market: whether an individual register with A or B
depends on whether it expects the other side to do so. Our purpose here is simply to illustrate
some of the mechanisms at work when info-mediaries compete.7 To do so, an equilibrium which
corresponds to the maximal proﬁt equilibrium will be exhibited.
Notice that in our very simple set-up, an efﬁcient equilibrium is one where all agents register
with the same intermediary, say A. In equilibrium at least one of the prices of the intermediary A
must be above cost. Given that web-sites attach a higher value to reaching the web-surfers than
those attach to reaching a web-site, intuition suggests that web-sites should be the proﬁtable side
of the market. So let us take for granted that they face a price above c.
Given the prices of A, consider the options of the other intermediary in terms of tariﬁcation.
As follows from above, if the price differential with A is smaller than f and F respectively,
B faces the risk of not attracting anybody. To be sure to attract some customers, B must thus
undercut A by a large amount on at least one side. But then the possibility of cross-subsidy
generates pricing strategies that are very contrasted between the two sides of the markets. For
instance, in order to attract the web-surfers with certainty, B must undercut the price of A for
web-surfers by an amount f (implying a negative price and thus a subsidy or a gift). Let us
mention that what is meant here by a negative price is not necessarily a payment to the web-
surfers. This rather translates into the fact that some services will be offered free of charges,
or that the intermediary will spend a lot in the acquisition of the audience. The subsidy here is
chosen so that web-surfers joins B even if web-sites register with A. Its purpose is for B to create
a value for the web-sites and it is only justiﬁed if it allows attracting the web-sites at a price that
compensates the loss on web-surfers. Given that no web-surfers join A at this price if B decides
to undercut by an amount f the price for web-surfers at A, A looses its value for the web-sites.
Then the web-sites are willing to join B at a price up to F.
7See Caillaud and Jullien (2001) and Caillaud and Jullien (2003) for a more extensive analysis.
13To summarize the discussion, by under-cutting the price of web-surfers by f, the interme-
diary B can generate a proﬁt F − c on the web-sites. This implies that the proﬁt generated by
intermediary A on the web-surfers cannot exceed f −(F −c). Given that F −c is an upper bound
on the proﬁt obtained by the intermediary A on web-sites, the total proﬁt that intermediary A can
expect is less than or equal to f, the value of the service for the side of the market with the small-
est willingness to pay for participation. Following the analysis in Caillaud and Jullien (2003),
one can show that there is indeed an equilibrium in which the intermediary A monopolizes the
market with this maximum proﬁt. This can for instance be achieved with prices f − (F − c) + c
for web-surfers and a price F for web sites.
This example illustrates that the nature of competition that takes place between intermediaries
on electronic markets is quite different from the nature of the competition between producers of
ﬁnal goods, the difference coming from the network interactions inherent to the intermediation
activity.
Competition reduces proﬁts but needs not eliminate them completely, even in the absence of
any differentiation between service providers. In the relevant case where f is smaller than the
monopoly proﬁt, the proﬁt cannot exceed the value of intermediation for any side of the market.
In the simple case discussed before, this reduction in proﬁt is not related to any efﬁciency consid-
eration as the allocation is the same for a monopoly market structure or a duopoly (this obviously
is not general). As was suggested by the preceding section, an imperfectly competitive market
structure with several intermediaries having proprietary databases may dominate a monopolistic
market structure – which is not a surprise – but it can also dominate a competitive access system
with a global database, which is more surprising. This occurs when the value of intermediation is
small for the web-surfers; f < c. Indeed, in that case, competition between proprietary databases
results in the participation of both sides into the market while a competitive global access system
would not generate participation, and this is achieved with low proﬁts for the intermediary, unlike
in the monopoly case.
Thus, oneconclusionfromthisanalysisisthattheoptimalmarketstructureforinfo-mediation
14markets is a situation of competition between a limited number of actors. This is true from a
positive perspective, as due to network effects there are barriers to entry in these markets. This
is also true from a normative perspective as this allows ﬁnding a compromise between the need
to internalize network effects through some cross-subsidization, and the distortions in the level
of prices that market power induces. As usual when this occurs, one issue is obviously that if the
competition is too intense with several intermediaries and there are signiﬁcant entry costs, the
market structure will not be optimal and may even turn out to be a monopoly, as no other ﬁrm
may be willing to sink the entry cost to compete.
The analysis also provides a rationale for the common practice on the Internet of granting
free access to one side of the market. Free access emerges when one side should be subsidized
but the service provider cannot discriminate between potential users and money-grabbers.
More generally it shows that cross-subsidies are exarcerbated by competition, a conclusion
that contrasts with the analysis of traditional markets. Indeed, in markets with no network effects
or nor possibility to link the price faced by a customer to the speciﬁc network externalities that
its participation generates, competition tends to reduce the margins over marginal costs, and thus
to reduce any form of cross-subsidy or more generally of price-discrimination.
Exploring further the logic behind this type of models then shows that these conclusions
are reinforced once other speciﬁcities of digital technologies are taken into account, such as
sophisticated pricing, discrimination or multi-homing.
3 Asymmetric information and info-mediaries
Instead of looking at the role of the intermediary as a matchmaker, this part deals with the role
of the intermediary as an expert. In a market where buyers are imperfectly informed about the
value of the sellers’ products, trade may not be possible. Suppose for example that the expected
value of a product in a category in which there are many sellers is negative but some sellers have
products with positive value. Suppose also that the seller cannot prove the value of its product to
the consumer, as can happen if they trade exclusively over the Internet. Its product then cannot be
15sold as its expected value is negative; no claim that the product is valuable can be trusted, since
all sellers are motivated to make that claim. On the Internet, those information asymmetries
are exacerbated because the consumer cannot touch the product and assess its quality8, while
guarantees are difﬁcult to put in place: the seller’s credit worthiness may be questionable. Even
if the product is digital, a software for example, and could theoretically be tested before buying,
it is not possible to monitor its use. A consumer would then be tempted to return the software
and pretend it was not valuable, while keeping on using it on its computer, unchecked.
The intermediary may be relied on to prevent such a market failure: an intermediary, deﬁned
as a long-term player on the market with a superior knowledge of the supplier’s good’s quality
and with a large portfolio of clients, will be trusted to say the truth about the supplier’s good.
Indeed, its interests are not linked to the welfare of any speciﬁc participant in the market, while
it will want to provide objective advice to consumers: its reputation as a reliable information
provider is its only stock in trade. Its proﬁts being linked to the quality of the information it
provides, it will also be motivated to invest in certiﬁcation technologies that allow it to accurately
assess the quality of the goods it intermediates.
There are therefore three main claims for the usefulness of intermediaries:
• Neutral third parties: Intermediaries solve the adverse selection problem in markets with
asymmetric information as they are not linked to any parties in the trade.
• Reputation rent-seekers: Intermediaries will not lie about the seller’s quality so as to
preserve their reputation and the proﬁts it engenders.
• Experts: Intermediaries turn soft, un-veriﬁable information about a supplier’s product into
hard, certiﬁable information.
The rest of this part examines those roles and how intermediary play them. A monopoly
intermediary may want to proﬁt from its information on a supplier’s product not by revealing it,
8The consumer may have access to more information about the product via the Internet than it could through
other channels, but the physical world will always potentially offer a wider range of learning experiences in a more
credible way. “Those who have not seen and yet believe will be blessed”, but more often than not they are deceived...
16but by hiding it in exchange for payment. This is the paradoxical “minimal information” result
whereby all suppliers seek the certiﬁcation of the intermediary but the intermediary’s certiﬁcation
doesn’t reveal any information to the customer beyond what it already knew about the supplier.
In a competitive setting, an intermediary will reveal the type of the supplier, but then, there
are concerns about the motivation for suppliers to bribe the intermediary into lying about their
type. This will be shown not to happen in equilibrium, unless consumers are naïve and do not
anticipate bribe taking.
Before going on, note that the models presented here differ from the principal-agent models
with an outside auditor who monitors the relationship (Khalil and Lawarree (1995) and Baron
and Besanko (1984)): there is no hierarchical relationship between the trading parties, and no
moral hazard from one or the other side. The type t of the good that is traded is not a variable in
the model: effort in producing the good has already been expended.
The cases that are discussed here also differ from search and reputation models dealing with
situations of asymmetric information in bilateral trade between buyers and sellers (Milgrom
(1981), Grossman (1981), Crawford and Sobel (1982), Okuno-Fujiwara, Postlewaite, and Suzu-
mura (1990) and Wolinsky (1993)). Instead of a situation where a player (seller, expert) wants to
transmit its own type to another agent (buyer, decision maker), here, an intermediary must try to
ﬁnd out the type of the supplier before transmitting it to the buyer.
3.1 A model
The typical model of information intermediation that serves as the basic building block for the
discussion is presented below:
There are three types of agents, buyers, sellers and intermediaries. Buyers and sellers may
use the services of the intermediary to assist them in their transactions. The seller owns a good
of type t which it values at 0. The consumer values a good of type t at t. The seller knows t but
cannot credibly signal it to the consumer (soft information). The intermediary has a technology
17to test goods at cost c, which allows it to know t.
The timing of the game is as follow:
1. The intermediary sets an array of prices P and disclosure rules D to maximize its proﬁts.
P is the price vector for its service to consumers and sellers. Disclosure rules specify what
information the consumer will be given about t.
2. The supplier decides whether to use the service of the intermediary, knowing P, D and its
own type t.
3. If the supplier uses the service of the intermediary, then the intermediary may choose to
pay cost c to discover t.
4. The consumer observes P, D, the decision of the supplier to use the service of the inter-
mediary and the intermediary’s revelation, R(t,D), R being determined by the disclosure
rule which assigns a message to each supplier’s type.
5. The consumer decides whether to buy the seller’s good.
3.2 The minimal information result
Suppose the intermediary is a monopoly. Note that the monopoly setting is not merely a way to
introduce the more complicated competitive setting. Most papers study only a monopoly setting
by arguing like Strausz (2003) that there are increasing returns to scale to certiﬁcation: the bigger
the potential loss from lying, the higher the motivation not to lie and the better the reputation of
the intermediary, who can then out-price the competition. Intermediation would then be a natural
monopoly. The certiﬁer may also be a State-mandated monopoly, as happens if it is appointed
the management of a government mandated certiﬁcation process.
Lizzeri(1999)willbeusedtostudythebasecasescenario, andisthereforepresentedindetail:
There is an intermediary and many suppliers who want to sell goods valued at t by consumers,
18but consumers do not know t and know only its distribution among suppliers, F over [0,1]. The
intermediary is able to certify the product of the supplier of type t and in that case, it can be sold
at t. The intermediary sells its certiﬁcation service at p, the same for each suppliers.
Suppose the intermediary tells t to consumers once the supplier paid p. The supplier then
makes proﬁt of t − p. Since p > 0, not all suppliers will seek certiﬁcation. Only suppliers with
t > t(p) will seek certiﬁcation. The ones who don’t must sell their goods to consumers who
know that their type is below t(p), and thus make proﬁt of E[t/t < t(p)]. The threshold type is
thus t(p) such that
t(p) − p = E[t/t < t(p)]
and the intermediary makes proﬁts of
ΠI = p × (1 − F(t(p))
Note that an equilibrium where suppliers of type t > t(p) go to the intermediary while others
don’t is sustained by consistent beliefs: if consumers believe suppliers conform to that equilib-
rium, then suppliers will do so, and conversely.
However, the intermediary may be able to manipulate beliefs in a more proﬁtable way than
simply revealing t if p is paid. Looking at the proﬁt function above, the intermediary wants many
suppliers to come use its service (potentially all) while charging them a positive price. This can
be done by setting price E(t) for its service and not revealing anything about the type of the
supplier, except that it is not of type 0. In that equilibrium, beliefs of consumers are such that a
supplier who doesn’t get certiﬁed is assumed to be of type 0. That equilibrium is sustained by
consistent beliefs.
The disclosure rule such that D = ∅ if t > 0, D = 0 if t = 0 thus supports an equilibrium
that is optimal for the intermediary as it gets the whole surplus E(t) from the market. However,
the beliefs that sustain it may seem arbitrary, and indeed, consumers may entertain other beliefs
that get lower proﬁts for the intermediary (They may believe for example that no supplier goes to
19the intermediary except the lowest type, resulting in proﬁt 0 for the intermediary). Lizzeri (1999)
shows that the intermediary can induce favorable beliefs under some conditions – see appendix
A.
Lizzeri (1999) thus shows that under some condition on the distribution of the type of the
suppliers, then the intermediary doesn’t reveal any information about t to the consumers. Even
though there is no beneﬁt for suppliers in using the service of the intermediary, all suppliers still
are ready to abandon the whole surplus from trade to the intermediary. This is supported by the
consumers’ belief that a seller who doesn’t go to the intermediary is of the lowest type. Not
going to the intermediary is interpreted as a bad signal on the type of the seller, and no buyer
will buy from a seller that is not certiﬁed. Therefore, all sellers need to go to the intermediary
to perform any sale. The intermediary sets its price as the difference between what the supplier
will get by going through the intermediary and what it would get if it was the worst type. The
only information the consumer gets is that a supplier that is certiﬁed is not of the worst type. The
intermediary thus acts like a parasite that both buyers and sellers would want to get rid off, but
whose mere presence makes it indispensable. Is this what is observed on the Internet? No, as
intermediaries do seem to provide information about products by ranking them, giving advice,
etc. That information would not be accessible without them. Does this invalidate Lizzeri’s point?
Not necessarily, as Guerra (2001) extends Lizzeri’s minimal information result to explain
why intermediaries give some (but not all) of their informations. The consumer now has some
information te = t + θ about the supplier’s type t with θ i.i.d. The supplier can sell its product
at p(te) if te is the only information the consumer has, and at p(t) if the intermediary certiﬁes
its product as t. The graph on the left below shows what happens when the consumer has no
information about t : the intermediary’s proﬁt will be maximized by setting a threshold ti under
which it doesn’t certify the product, and getting the supplier to pay for the difference between the
expected value of its product without certiﬁcation vs. its value with certiﬁcation. The graph on
the right below shows what happens if te increases with t : setting a single threshold ti results in
supplierswithahightnotwantingtopaythepriceofcertiﬁcationbecauseconsumerswillalready
20know their type is higher than ti. The intermediary is then better off setting several intervals of
certiﬁcation, [t1,t2], [t2,t3], [t3,t4], ... with associated prices p1, p2, p3, ... . The intermediary
assigns suppliers into classes so as to offer the consumer just enough information so as to prevent
the supplier from bypassing the intermediary.
(Graph 1 p. 21)
Figure 1: Lizzeri vs. Guerra
The negative result in Lizzeri (1999) thus doesn’t hold if the consumer has some information
aboutthesuppliers. Itdoesnotholdeitheriftheconsumer’sutilityfunctionexhibitsriskaversion:
Peyrache and Quesada (2004) shows that in that case the intermediary will transmit information
about t beyond simply saying whether trade is efﬁcient or not. With risk aversion, t is revealed
fully if it is above some threshold level, while nothing is said about those suppliers whose type
is below that threshold. The disclosure rule is therefore such that t is revealed fully for t ≥ x for
some x > 0, while nothing is revealed for t < x. The intermediary reveals more information than
in Lizzeri (1999) because it plays an additional role which is to reduce uncertainty in the market.
It thus can increase the expected surplus from trade by disclosing information about the supplier,
a surplus from trade it then appropriates. As a monopoly, of course, it will set the threshold t
such as to maximize its proﬁt, and not the global surplus. This is why no information will be
disclosed for t below a threshold. Peyrache and Quesada (2004) introduces another role for the
21intermediary: it relaxes price competition between the suppliers by allowing them to differentiate
their product through certiﬁcation. This leads it in the same fashion as above to disclose more
information about the suppliers.
The monopoly intermediary thus reveals information about t when its role in the relationship
buyer-seller is not only strategic (which side is going to get what share of the surplus of trade),
but also productive (reducing uncertainty, alleviating competitive pressures, etc...).
3.3 Collusion
Lizzeri (1999) assumed that the intermediary couldn’t lie about t: its disclosure rule was public.
The monopoly intermediary would not disclose any information about t in equilibrium. However,
consumers and suppliers are best served by an intermediary that reveals t and sets its fee to 0.
Competitionbetweenintermediariesleadstotheadoptionofthatstrategy. Thereisthusrevelation
of information, and consumers pay t for a product that is certiﬁed as t while the intermediaries
make zero proﬁt. What happens then if the intermediary can lie about t? In a one-period setting,
the intermediary will always want to take a bribe from a supplier to pretend that its type t is high.
This adverse selection problem may then prevent trade from happening.
Peyrache and Quesada (2003) show however that if consumers correctly anticipate the risk
of bribe taking and the game is repeated, then there will be no bribe taking. Indeed, suppose
consumers react to a lie about t by the intermediary by not using its service anymore in future
periods. Suppose proﬁts from accepting a bribe today is B while future discounted proﬁts lost by
lying is Π, and the intermediary accepts bribes with some probability λ. Either B > Π in which
case the intermediary will always accept bribes and its certiﬁcate doesn’t convey any information,
or B = Π and λ ∈]0,1[. Knowing λ, consumers will update their belief about t based on the
messageoftheintermediary. Ifforexampleitisproﬁtableforasupplieroftypet1 topaythebribe
so as to obtain a certiﬁcate a, consumers will interpret a as t1 and will not be ready to pay more
than if the intermediary had told the truth. This can be generalized to say that the intermediary
cannot sell a false report at any positive price (B = 0) so that the intermediary will lie if and only
22if Π itself is 0. But Π > 0 as long as the intermediary can charge positive prices to suppliers or
consumers. Therefore, in the general case, the intermediary never lies about t even if it is subject
to bribes. That equilibrium is fragile however; the consumer must be able to estimate the proﬁts
of the intermediary, its incentive to accept bribes and it must also be able to detect deviations on
the part of the intermediary.
Those are strong assumptions since most consumers do not even know that many search
results on search engines are sponsored. While sponsorships and bribes are two different things,
this suggests that consumers are also unaware of the risk of getting biased reports. Most models
of bribe taking thus assume that the consumer is naïve: it doesn’t fully anticipate bribe taking.
In that case, lying may be a proﬁtable short term strategy, and asking bribes to do so is enticing.
The consumer will deter such behavior by basing its strategy on the ex-post realization it was lied
to (when the supplier that was certiﬁed proved to be of another type than what the intermediary
said). Additionally, instead of assuming that any consumer’s report of a lie by an intermediary is
immediately conveyed and believed by all, it is more reasonable to assume that consumers can
punish the intermediary only at their individual level. Indeed, if consumers believed any report
of a misbehavior by an intermediary, a competitor would fabricate such report.
Suppose therefore consumers take a report t at face value and do not have any other informa-
tion about the type of the supplier than what the intermediary tells it. If no bribes are offered, and
the intermediary sets the price of certiﬁcation at p, then any supplier of type t(p) such that
t(p) − p ≥ E(t/t ≤ t(p)) (1)
will seek certiﬁcation. Maximization of proﬁt with respect to p leads to setting a certiﬁcation
threshold level at t∗
I and p∗ = t∗
I − E(t/t ≤ t∗
I). Any supplier of type t more than tI gets its
product certiﬁed as t.
Suppose now, w.l.o.g., that the intermediary, before getting to know the type of the supplier,
offers to certify the supplier as being of the highest type t, and this at cost b (bribe). A supplier
23of type t ≥ tI would then be able to sell its product at t and will bribe the intermediary if it can
make higher proﬁts that way than by paying p and being certiﬁed as being of type t :
t − b ≥ t − p (2)
Suppliers of type t ≤ tI bribe only if :
t − b ≥ E(t/t ≤ tI) (3)
Therefore, no supplier will bribe if b ≥ t − E(t/t ≤ tI), all will if b ≤ p, while for b ∈

p,t − E(t/t ≤ tI)

,somesupplierswillchoosetobribetheintermediary. Theintermediarywill
then be trusted to reveal valuable information only if the maximum bribe b = t − E(t/t ≤ tI) it
could get is low. That means p must be high as then, only suppliers with a high type t get certiﬁed,
so that E(t/t ≤ tI) is high and as a consequence b, the bribe that can be obtained, is low. Strausz
(2003) shows that the intermediary will indeed react by setting a higher price for its certiﬁcation
than if it was not subject to bribes. The intermediary will thus exclude more suppliers from the
market than if it was a monopoly with no concern for bribe taking.
In competition the intermediary is forced to lower its price compared to the monopoly out-
come. The previous analysis would seem to mean it is then more subject to bribe taking. There is
then a potential degradation of the quality of certiﬁcation due to competitive pressures. Gaudeul
(2003) shows that competition may in fact improve the quality of certiﬁcation. Suppose the in-
termediary has a portfolio of consumers (mass 1). There are two types of suppliers, type high
whose product can be sold to t consumers at price p, and type low whose product can be sold to t
consumers at price p. Consumers buy a product if told to do so by the intermediary, and ﬁnd out
the type of the supplier afterwards. Suppose 1 > t > t and p < p. The honest intermediary can
acquire hard information on the supplier’s product at cost c and then get the appropriate number
of consumers to buy it. The dishonest intermediary will announce a supplier of type t is of type
t. t consumers will then buy the product. t − t will be disappointed and will not return to the
24intermediary the following period.
In the monopoly setting, intermediaries with a high discount factor will be honest because
they want to keep customers. In competition, consumers who are not directed by an intermediary
go to another. This will be shown to increase the incentive to be honest: When the intermediary
announces a supplier of type t is of type t, 1 − t consumers go to another intermediary this
period instead of 1 − t if the intermediary had told the truth. Lying therefore loses consumers
for the lying intermediary next period, but it also hurts competitors this period, which means
it will reduce the price the lying intermediary can charge. Indeed, those competitors react to a
deviation from truthfulness by offering suppliers or consumers more advantageous terms so as to
discourage them from listing or buying at the deviating intermediary. This means that deviating
starts a price war in addition to losing consumers. Any intermediary who would have been
honest in a monopoly setting will therefore be honest in a competitive setting.9 A competitive
intermediation system is at least as stable as a monopolistic one as long as intermediaries are able
to observe each other’s pricing and recommendations strategies.
The models above apply to search engines, but there are other types of info-mediaries that
are important to the functioning of the Internet; those companies such as Verisign that certify the
compliance of a merchant’s web-site with some pre-deﬁned rules of operation (privacy policy,
credit worthiness, etc.). Those intermediaries of trust either certify the web-site or do not. Hvide
(2002) thus considers a situation where intermediaries offer only binary reports (“pass” or “fail”)
to the consumers. Instead of having a grid in which suppliers are ranked, the intermediaries only
disclose whether the supplier passed or failed their test. Hvide (2002) shows a two-tiered system
will arise in competition. Suppliers of a good type will get certiﬁed by the intermediaries who
delivercertiﬁcates(“passreport”)withlowerprobabilities, andinformationabouttheseller’stype
is thus conveyed by which intermediary it got certiﬁed by. The intermediaries who certify the
9For the same type of reason, an intermediary who would have incurred cost c to know the type of the supplier
may not do so in competition. Indeed, knowing the type of the supplier allows the intermediary to better ﬁne tune its
advice to consumers, and thus direct more consumers each period. As explained above, directing more customers
each period exacerbates competitive pressure, which explains why this more efﬁcient system is used less often in
competition. The intermediary prefers giving less information to reduce competitive pressure at the expense of
directing a bit less consumers each period.
25highest type are the ones who make the highest proﬁt, and those higher proﬁts ensure they certify
truthfully (they want to keep their reputation as a certiﬁer of high quality sellers). Suppliers
self-select into each intermediary, as for example suppliers of a low type know they have low
probability to pass the test of an intermediary of a high type. This explains how intermediaries of
trust will compete based on the perception of the quality of the sites they certify.
Open questions This article does not deal with the analysis of the incentive for suppliers to
produce goods of a high quality when the intermediary conﬁscates some of their surplus. Albano
and Lizzeri (2001) show that while the intermediary improves the information that buyers have
about the quality of the supplier’s good, quality is underprovided relative to full information.
The intermediary must limit its share of the surplus in order to provide an incentive for the
supplier to produce goods of a high quality, which leads to a study of how the terms of trade are
set between the supplier and the consumer after the intermediary put them in contact. There is
indeed a problem of re-negotiation of the terms of trade between the buyer and the seller if those
that were concluded at the intermediary cannot be monitored afterwards. Suppliers may use
the intermediary to contact consumers, and then bypass it to conclude the transaction. There is
indeed an information revelation problem as it may not be possible for the intermediary to prove
that a trade took place and on what terms. This makes a commission-based contract difﬁcult to
implement.
This is why the intermediary will prefer getting the terms of trade determined at the same time
as the two parties are put in contact; it will not leave that determination to negotiation between
the two parties after matching. Alternatively, the intermediary can make sure all negotiations
occur under its watch. The intermediary then determines the terms of trade through the choice
of who is allowed to meet, whether they are allowed to break off negotiation, or by setting the
level of compensation for the breakup of negotiations. E-Bay (Resnick and Zeckhauser 2002) is a
case study of the variety of choice an intermediary can propose to a consumer; buyers and sellers
choosewhatselling/buyingmechanismtheyaregoingtouse(auction, ﬁxedprice, withinsurance,
without insurance, ...) and then decide which buyer/seller to trade with, based at least in part on
26whichmechanism waschosen. Nadel (2000)providesa discussionofhow Internetintermediaries
adopt different strategies that provide for different levels of objectivity in the advice provided to
consumers.
Other interesting areas for research include the strategies of consumers, who may be able to
take advice from several intermediaries (multi-homing) and gather multiple reports. They may
also visit consumers’ fora and compare their experience at various intermediaries. Consumers’
fora can also be more credible than any intermediary, due to the number of reports gathered there
and the lack of an incentive for any consumer to lie about its experience (Chen, Fay, and Wang
2003). What then motivates consumers to report their experience? Can any one supplier inﬂuence
the tone of the reports about its product or the product of competitors by posing as consumers?
Models also generally assume that a false report by an intermediary necessarily means it
was lying. However, suppliers may be able to prevent the intermediary from gaining perfect
knowledge of their type and it is then difﬁcult to attribute a mistake to the intermediary or to the
seller.
Finally, government may adopt regulation and impose remedies to maintain and improve
intermediation services. The government does play a role in the regulation of digital markets. It
sets the allowed amount of advertising (anti-spam regulations), limits or encourages competition
in markets for information, mandates the certiﬁcation of products and ensures minimum levels
of truthfulness in advertising. That role may also be partially left to private organizations that
will set and monitor standards (see Lerner and Tirole (2004)). More broadly, Strömberg (2002)
discusses the interplay between media and public policy.
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A Outline of Lizzeri’s proof
If
E(t/t ≥ x) − E(t) ≥ E(t/t ≤ x), ∀x ∈ [0,1]
then the intermediary can use a certiﬁcation method that ensure favorable beliefs by the con-
sumer: it will certify the highest type 1 as type 1 with probability p close to 1, while certifying
all other suppliers of type t < 1 as t with probability q close to 0. In that case, the type 1 supplier
goes to the intermediary. It will not be alone to do so because if it was, then going to the interme-
diary would be a sure signal you are of type 1, and other suppliers would be motivated to go to
the intermediary (indeed, q is low enough that their true type is not revealed often, while p < 1
makes it credible that a supplier who is not certiﬁed may still be of type 1). There is therefore
a cutoff point x such that suppliers with t > x go to I. The condition on F ensures they make
higher proﬁts by getting certiﬁed and paying E(t) than by not going to the intermediary. By pro-
gressive unraveling of suppliers behaviors (any supplier of type t = x − ε, ε small, will want to
get confused with suppliers of type t ≥ x and make higher proﬁts), x = 0. Therefore, suppliers
ﬁnd themselves forced into a behavior that beneﬁts the intermediary, and consumers cannot thus
entertain alternative, less favorable, beliefs about the behavior of supplier.
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